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Abstract: This paper deals with a T-S fuzzy robust control achieving maximum power point
tracking (MPPT) for photovoltaic (PV) systems under partial shading situations. The aim is
to track global maximum power point (GMPP). The T-S fuzzy robust control consists in an
optimization approach that overcomes the well-known perturb and observe (P&O) technique
drawbacks, such as the decreased tracking efficiency and transient oscillations. For this aim,
a photovoltaic generator (PVG) with a DC-DC boost converter and battery energy storage
devices are considered. The optimum trajectory is generated using a T-S fuzzy reference model,
which must be followed to obtain optimal powerpoint. Solving a set of linear matrix inequalities
(LMIs) yields the sought controller gains. A simulation is carried out to show that the tracking
performance of the proposed T-S fuzzy robust control is assessed for various partial shading
patterns. The results confirm that the T-S fuzzy robust H∞ control strategy ensures global
MPP convergence. Furthermore, when compared to the existing solutions, simulations proved
that it has better performances.

Keywords: Photovoltaic system; partial shading conditions (PSCs); Batteries; Boost converter;
Maximum power point traking; Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Global demand for the use of renewable energies has
sparked a lot of interest due to rising energy needs and
environmental concerns. Photovoltaic (PV) power systems
are one of the most extensively used renewable energy
sources. Nonetheless, several challenges must be addressed
before these technologies may be deployed. One of the
most pressing challenge is how to improve the efficiency of
solar panels Bosman et al. (2020), Al-Shahri et al. (2021).
Several maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algo-
rithms have been developed to extract maximum power
from the PV system. The goal of MPPT is to optimize
and improve the use of photovoltaic systems, as well as
to increase array efficiency to ensure maximum power
generation Mekhilef et al. (2012), Solangi et al. (2011).
So far, many MPPT approaches have been established.
Open-circuit voltage Dorofte et al. (2005), short circuit
current Noguchi et al. (2002), perturb and observe (P&O)
method Kumar et al. (2017), incremental conductance
(INC) method Mei et al. (2010), and others are among
these approaches. Standard MPPT approaches differ in
terms of convergence speed, the number of sensors em-
ployed and the system cost Esram and Chapman (2007).
The P&O approach is a straightforward MPPT methodol-
ogy Esram and Chapman (2007). It is hence the most ex-

tensively used algorithm due to its ease of implementation.
The main weaknesses of this strategy are the occurrence
of oscillations around the MPP, as well as its limited
ability to track this point under changing environmental
conditions. The INC method Motahhir et al. (2018) was
presented to reduce these oscillations and improve system
efficiency, however, oscillations were not eliminated. In
addition, most MPPT approaches assume that all cells in
a module receive the same irradiation. On the other hand,
PV modules are frequently exposed to partial shadow
conditions (PSC), which is the primary cause of output
power decrease Woyte et al. (2003), Chouder and Silvestre
(2009), Armstrong and Hurley (2010). Under partial shad-
ing conditions (PSCs), when the PV cells do not receive
uniform irradiance, the P-V curve exhibits many power
maxima peaks, and as a result, techniques like (P&O and
INC) frequently fail to find the global maximum power
point (GMPP) because they converge to the MPP that
makes contact first, which is likely one of the local max-
imum power points (LMPPs). This leads to significant
energy waste Shenoy et al. (2012), Alonso et al. (2009).
To obtain the available optimum power from the PV array
under PSCs, an intelligent and efficient MPPT approach
is necessary to operate PV systems at the GMPP. Parti-
cle Swarm Optimisation (PSO), suggested by authors in
Eberhart and Kennedy (1995), is a bio-inspired algorithm
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1. INTRODUCTION

Global demand for the use of renewable energies has
sparked a lot of interest due to rising energy needs and
environmental concerns. Photovoltaic (PV) power systems
are one of the most extensively used renewable energy
sources. Nonetheless, several challenges must be addressed
before these technologies may be deployed. One of the
most pressing challenge is how to improve the efficiency of
solar panels Bosman et al. (2020), Al-Shahri et al. (2021).
Several maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algo-
rithms have been developed to extract maximum power
from the PV system. The goal of MPPT is to optimize
and improve the use of photovoltaic systems, as well as
to increase array efficiency to ensure maximum power
generation Mekhilef et al. (2012), Solangi et al. (2011).
So far, many MPPT approaches have been established.
Open-circuit voltage Dorofte et al. (2005), short circuit
current Noguchi et al. (2002), perturb and observe (P&O)
method Kumar et al. (2017), incremental conductance
(INC) method Mei et al. (2010), and others are among
these approaches. Standard MPPT approaches differ in
terms of convergence speed, the number of sensors em-
ployed and the system cost Esram and Chapman (2007).
The P&O approach is a straightforward MPPT methodol-
ogy Esram and Chapman (2007). It is hence the most ex-

tensively used algorithm due to its ease of implementation.
The main weaknesses of this strategy are the occurrence
of oscillations around the MPP, as well as its limited
ability to track this point under changing environmental
conditions. The INC method Motahhir et al. (2018) was
presented to reduce these oscillations and improve system
efficiency, however, oscillations were not eliminated. In
addition, most MPPT approaches assume that all cells in
a module receive the same irradiation. On the other hand,
PV modules are frequently exposed to partial shadow
conditions (PSC), which is the primary cause of output
power decrease Woyte et al. (2003), Chouder and Silvestre
(2009), Armstrong and Hurley (2010). Under partial shad-
ing conditions (PSCs), when the PV cells do not receive
uniform irradiance, the P-V curve exhibits many power
maxima peaks, and as a result, techniques like (P&O and
INC) frequently fail to find the global maximum power
point (GMPP) because they converge to the MPP that
makes contact first, which is likely one of the local max-
imum power points (LMPPs). This leads to significant
energy waste Shenoy et al. (2012), Alonso et al. (2009).
To obtain the available optimum power from the PV array
under PSCs, an intelligent and efficient MPPT approach
is necessary to operate PV systems at the GMPP. Parti-
cle Swarm Optimisation (PSO), suggested by authors in
Eberhart and Kennedy (1995), is a bio-inspired algorithm
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1. INTRODUCTION

Global demand for the use of renewable energies has
sparked a lot of interest due to rising energy needs and
environmental concerns. Photovoltaic (PV) power systems
are one of the most extensively used renewable energy
sources. Nonetheless, several challenges must be addressed
before these technologies may be deployed. One of the
most pressing challenge is how to improve the efficiency of
solar panels Bosman et al. (2020), Al-Shahri et al. (2021).
Several maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algo-
rithms have been developed to extract maximum power
from the PV system. The goal of MPPT is to optimize
and improve the use of photovoltaic systems, as well as
to increase array efficiency to ensure maximum power
generation Mekhilef et al. (2012), Solangi et al. (2011).
So far, many MPPT approaches have been established.
Open-circuit voltage Dorofte et al. (2005), short circuit
current Noguchi et al. (2002), perturb and observe (P&O)
method Kumar et al. (2017), incremental conductance
(INC) method Mei et al. (2010), and others are among
these approaches. Standard MPPT approaches differ in
terms of convergence speed, the number of sensors em-
ployed and the system cost Esram and Chapman (2007).
The P&O approach is a straightforward MPPT methodol-
ogy Esram and Chapman (2007). It is hence the most ex-

tensively used algorithm due to its ease of implementation.
The main weaknesses of this strategy are the occurrence
of oscillations around the MPP, as well as its limited
ability to track this point under changing environmental
conditions. The INC method Motahhir et al. (2018) was
presented to reduce these oscillations and improve system
efficiency, however, oscillations were not eliminated. In
addition, most MPPT approaches assume that all cells in
a module receive the same irradiation. On the other hand,
PV modules are frequently exposed to partial shadow
conditions (PSC), which is the primary cause of output
power decrease Woyte et al. (2003), Chouder and Silvestre
(2009), Armstrong and Hurley (2010). Under partial shad-
ing conditions (PSCs), when the PV cells do not receive
uniform irradiance, the P-V curve exhibits many power
maxima peaks, and as a result, techniques like (P&O and
INC) frequently fail to find the global maximum power
point (GMPP) because they converge to the MPP that
makes contact first, which is likely one of the local max-
imum power points (LMPPs). This leads to significant
energy waste Shenoy et al. (2012), Alonso et al. (2009).
To obtain the available optimum power from the PV array
under PSCs, an intelligent and efficient MPPT approach
is necessary to operate PV systems at the GMPP. Parti-
cle Swarm Optimisation (PSO), suggested by authors in
Eberhart and Kennedy (1995), is a bio-inspired algorithm

that was created after studying the social and cognitive
behavior of birds. The PSO method is used to monitor the
Global Point (GP), particularly in partial shading condi-
tions Phimmasone et al. (2013), Miyatake et al. (2007).
The beginning location of the agents has a substantial
impact on PSO convergence, resulting in a low convergence
rate in some cases. Furthermore, PSO based methods
require the determination of five parameters, making them
complicated. As a result, studying PV non-linearity un-
der various weather situations is still a challenging issue.
Therefore, this work proposes the use of Takagi-Sugeno (T-
S) models that are increasing in popularity since they can
efficiently incorporate a large range of nonlinear systems
Takagi and Sugeno (1985). Numerous important results
have already been suggested using this formalism Chaibi
et al. (2020, 2021). In Chang and Yang (2010); Chaibi et al.
(2019), adequate LMI criteria are determined to ensure
the overall stability. To increase MPP tracking capacity
during fast-changing irradiance levels, a few improved T-S
fuzzy controllers have been developed Zayani et al. (2015),
Allouche et al. (2018b) in which the ideal trajectory was
generated using a T-S reference model. In addition, a
MPPT T-S fuzzy controller for a PV system with bat-
tery storage under varying meteorological conditions is
proposed in El Hammoumi et al. (2022). On the other
hand, the previous studies, do not address the scenario
of shading, in which the PV cells do not get uniform
insolation and the P-V curve has several maximum power
peaks. Thus, to collect the optimal power available from
the PV array under PSCS, an efficient MPPT approach
is required to run PV systems at GMPP. The goal of this
study is to identify the global peak during PSCs, and to
address some of the issues that have occurred, such as
poorer tracking efficiency and oscillations in PV output
power. To properly track the MPP of PV systems with
battery storage, the Lyapunov function is employed to
establish suitable circumstances for the existence of a T-
S fuzzy robust control. As a consequence, the control is
obtained by solving a set of LMIs. The suggested fuzzy
robust control uses an H∞ performance controller to at-
tenuate perturbation effects and provides high-efficiency
tracking of GMPP corresponding to different PSCs.

2. PV CELL MODELING AND PARTIAL SHADING
CONDITION

2.1 The fundamental properties of a PV cell

The boost converter is coupled between the solar panel
and a battery load. The suggested PV system design is
depicted in Fig. 1.

2.2 Modeling of the PV generator

The PV cell equivalent circuit is depicted in Fig.2. The
model contains a current source, a diode, and resistances.

The following equation may be used to determine the PV
array’s electrical characteristics:

Fig. 1. Global structure of the PV system

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit model of the PV cell.

Ipv = Iph − Id − Ish

= Iph − I0

[
exp(

Vpv +RsIpv
nVT

)− 1

]
−
(
Vpv +RsIpv

Rsh

)

(1)

where

VT =
KT

q

Iph = [Iscr +Ki(T − Tr)]

(
G

1000

)
(2)

The short-circuit current at a reference state and the short-
circuit temperature coefficient are denoted by Iscr and Ki,
respectively. Tr and G are respectively the reference tem-
perature and the solar irradiance (W/m2). K = 1.3805 ×
10−23J/K, q = 1.6 × 10−19C represents the Boltzmann’s
constant and the electronic charge respectively. Rs is the
series resistance of the cell and Rsh is the parallel resis-
tance of the cell. The saturation current of a diode is
represented by I0. Iph represents the generated photo-
current. T , Vpv and Ipv represent the cell temperature the
output voltage, and the output current, of the PV module
respectively. The mathematical model for a PV module
constructed of Np parallel connection is expressed by the
following equation:

Ipv = NpIph −NpI0

[
exp(

Vpv +RsIpv
nVT

)− 1

]

−Np

(
Vpv +RsIpv

NsRsh

) (3)

where NS is the number of cells in series per string.

2.3 Effect of partial shading on PV array

Large numbers of solar panels are connected in a se-
ries/parallel configuration for maximum power. P-V curves
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depicted in Fig. 1.
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model contains a current source, a diode, and resistances.
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10−23J/K, q = 1.6 × 10−19C represents the Boltzmann’s
constant and the electronic charge respectively. Rs is the
series resistance of the cell and Rsh is the parallel resis-
tance of the cell. The saturation current of a diode is
represented by I0. Iph represents the generated photo-
current. T , Vpv and Ipv represent the cell temperature the
output voltage, and the output current, of the PV module
respectively. The mathematical model for a PV module
constructed of Np parallel connection is expressed by the
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Fig. 3. P-V curves under non-uniform irradiance

contain just one maximum power point when all solar
panels get the same irradiance levels. However, irradiance
levels fluctuate dramatically owing to changes in weather
conditions or variables such as shade from buildings and
clouds. So irradiance levels become non-uniform which
causes several peaks in P-V curves, as illustrated in Fig.3.
There is only one global maximum (GM), although there
are several local maxima (LM). To extract this GM from
many LMs, a complex MPPT control is necessary.

2.4 DC–DC Boost converter

Two linear differential equations, depending on switcher
position, describe the dynamic behavior of the entire boost
converter circuit coupled to the battery load. To simplify
the process, we will establish the MPPT control when the
battery is completely charged. During the ’ON’ state, the
differential equation of a DC–DC boost converter may be
defined by (see Allouche et al. (2018a)):

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

dVpv(t)

dt
= − 1

C1
(IL(t)− IPV (t))

dIL(t)

dt
=

1

L
Vpv(t)− RL

L
IL(t)

dVc2(t)

dt
= − 1

RC2
Vc2(t)

(4)

We also have the following equalities during the ’OFF’
period.⎧

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

dVpv(t)

dt
= − 1

C1
(IL(t)− IPV (t))

dIL(t)

dt
=

1

L
Vpv(t)− RL

L
IL(t)− 1

L
Vc2(t)

dVc2(t)

dt
=

1

C2
IL(t)− 1

RC2
Vc2(t)

(5)

where IL , VPV , and Vc2 indicate inductor current, input
voltage and output voltage, respectively.
During the ’ON ’period, the state-space equation is de-
scribed as follows:

ẋ(t) = A1x(t) + Eω(t) (6)

And the state-space equation during the ’OFF’ period is
given by the following equation

ẋ(t) = A2x(t) + Eω(t) (7)

Where,

A1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 − 1

C1
0

1

L
−RL

L
0

0 0 − 1

RC2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, A2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 − 1

C1
0

1

L
−RL

L
− 1

L

0
1

C2
− 1

RC2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

E =

⎡
⎢⎣

1

C1
0
0

⎤
⎥⎦ , x(t) =

�
Vpv(t)
IL(t)
Vc2(t)

�
, ω(t) = Ipv(t)

So, the dynamics of the PV system can be rewritten as:

ẋ(t) = [A1x(t) + Eω(t)]u(t) + [A2x(t) + Eω(t)](1− u(t))
(8)

Or equally,

ẋ(t) = A2x(t) + (A1 −A2)x(t)u(t) + Eω(t) (9)

As well,

ẋ(t) = A2x(t) +B(x(t))u(t) + Eω(t) (10)

with u(t) ∈ [0, 1] indicates the duty ratio employed as an
input to control the power switch, and

B(x(t)) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
Vc2(t)

L

−IL(t)

C2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

3. T–S FUZZY CONTROL

Based on the T–S fuzzy control scheme, the duty cycle
of the DC–DC boost converter can be determined, which
allows the photovoltaic generator to operate very close
to its maximum power trajectory for any change in solar
insolation or temperature.

3.1 T-S Fuzzy model for the boost converter

T-S fuzzy systems can adequately represent the PV sys-
tem, thanks to their ability to transform higher-order
nonlinear systems into a weighted combination of a set of
linear systems. So, according to the dynamic model pro-
posed in Allouche et al. (2018b), the T-S fuzzy functions
for total membership are configured as follows:�

σ1(t) = Vc2(t)

σ2(t) = IL(t)
(11)

Following the techniques described in Allouche et al.
(2018b), the membership functions of the T-S fuzzy model
may be derived as follow:

η1,min(σ(t)) =
σ1(t)− σ1,min

σ1,max − σ1,min

η1,max(σ(t)) = 1− η1,min(σ(t))

η2,min(σ(t)) =
σ2(t)− σ2,min

σ2,max − σ2,min

η2,max(σ(t)) = 1− η2,min(σ(t))

The weighting functions hi employed have the following
expressions :

h1(σ(t)) = η1,min(σ(t))η2,min(σ(t))

h2(σ(t)) = η1,min(σ(t))η2,max(σ(t))

h3(σ(t)) = η1,max(σ(t))η2,min(σ(t))

h4(σ(t)) = η1,max(σ(t))η2,max(σ(t))

The PV system is described by the following four fuzzy
rules:

Rule 1: If (Vc2(t) is η1,min ) and (IL(t) is η2,min) Then

ẋ = A2x(t) +B1u(t) + Eω(t)

Rule 2: If (Vc2(t) is η1,min ) and (IL(t) is η2,max) Then

ẋ = A2x(t) +B2u(t) + Eω(t)

Rule 3: If (Vc2(t) is η1,max ) and (IL(t) is η2,min) Then

ẋ = A2x(t) +B3u(t) + Eω(t)

Rule 4: If (Vc2(t) is η1,max ) and (IL(t) is η2,max) Then

ẋ = A2x(t) +B4u(t) + Eω(t)

B1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
Vc2min(t)

L

−ILmin(t)

C2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , B2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
Vc2min(t)

L

−ILmax(t)

C2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

B3 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
Vc2max(t)

L

−ILmin(t)

C2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , B4 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
Vc2max(t)

L

−ILmax(t)

C2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

The T-S fuzzy model may be written as follows:

ẋ(t) =
4�

i=1

hi(σ(t))(A2x(t) +Biu(t) + Eω(t)) (12)

Moreover note that the following lemma is needed for the
construction of fuzzy controllers.

Lemma 1. Chang et al. (2015) For matrices T , Q, U ,
and W with appropriate dimensions and scalar ξ, the
inequality

T +WTQT +QW < 0 (13)

is fulfilled if the following condition holds:�
T ∗

ξQT + UW −ξU − ξUT

�
< 0

3.2 MPPT reference model

In this section, the objective is to design a fuzzy system,
that can follow a perfect reference model. The MPP
reference model can be expressed as:

ẋr(t) = Arxr(t) + r(t) (14)

where,

Ar =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 − 1

C1
0

1

L
−RL

L
− 1

L
(1− uopt)

0
1

C2
(1− uopt) − 1

RC2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

r(t) =

⎡
⎢⎣
Ipvopt
C1
0
0

⎤
⎥⎦ , uopt =

�
Vpvopt

RIpvopt

The reference model (14) is also nonlinear via the premise
variable σr := (1− uopt), and can be characterized by the
following two rules:

Rule 1 : If(σr(t) is Nmin) Then ẋr(t) = Ar1xr(t) + r(t)

Rule 2 : If(σr(t) is Nmax) Then ẋr(t) = Ar2xr(t) + r(t)

The membership and weighting functions are defined as
follows:

h1(σr(t)) = Nmin(σr(t)) =
σr(t)− σr,min

σr,max − σr,min

h2(σr(t)) = Nmax(σr(t)) = 1− h1(σr(t))

The matrices of the reference model are defined as:

Ar1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 − 1

C1
0

1

L
−RL

L
− 1

L
σr,min

0
1

C2
σr,min − 1

RC2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

Ar2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 − 1

C1
0

1

L
−RL

L
− 1

L
σr,max

0
1

C2
σr,max − 1

RC2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

The T–S fuzzy reference model may be described as
follows:

ẋr(t) =
2�

k=1

hk(σr(t))(Arkxr(t) + r(t)) (15)

3.3 Fuzzy controller design

We need to ensure that the tracking error e(t) = x(t) −
xr(t) converges to zero regardless of weather variation in
order to keep operating at the maximum power point. As
a result, the problem of trajectory tracking is represented
as a fuzzy state-feedback control, with a control law of the
form :

u(t) =
4�

j=1

hj(σ(t))Kj(x(t)− xr(t))

=
4�

j=1

hj(σ(t))Kje(t)

(16)

where Kj are linear feedback gain matrices to be devel-
oped. The following equations may be used to determine
the tracking dynamics error of the systems (12), (15), and
(16) :

ė(t) =
4�

i=1

4�
j=1

2�
k=1

hi(σ(t))hj(σ(t))hk(σr(t))

[(A2 +BiKj)e(t) + (A2 −Ark)xr(t) + Eω(t)− r(t)]
(17)

Substituting the control law (16) in the fuzzy model (12)
and using an augmented state-space form, the closed-loop
system is given by:

˙̄x(t) =
4�

i=1

4�
j=1

2�
k=1

hi(σ(t))hj(σ(t))hk(σr(t))

[Āijkx̄(t) + Ēω̄(t)]

(18)

Where,

x̄(t) =

�
e(t)
xr(t)

�
, ω̄(t) =

�
ω(t)
r(t)

�
, Ē(t) =

�
E −I
0 I

�
,

Āijk =

�
A2 +BiKj A2 −Ark

0 Ark

�
,
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The PV system is described by the following four fuzzy
rules:

Rule 1: If (Vc2(t) is η1,min ) and (IL(t) is η2,min) Then

ẋ = A2x(t) +B1u(t) + Eω(t)

Rule 2: If (Vc2(t) is η1,min ) and (IL(t) is η2,max) Then

ẋ = A2x(t) +B2u(t) + Eω(t)

Rule 3: If (Vc2(t) is η1,max ) and (IL(t) is η2,min) Then

ẋ = A2x(t) +B3u(t) + Eω(t)

Rule 4: If (Vc2(t) is η1,max ) and (IL(t) is η2,max) Then

ẋ = A2x(t) +B4u(t) + Eω(t)

B1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
Vc2min(t)

L

−ILmin(t)

C2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , B2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
Vc2min(t)

L

−ILmax(t)

C2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

B3 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
Vc2max(t)

L

−ILmin(t)

C2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , B4 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
Vc2max(t)

L

−ILmax(t)

C2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

The T-S fuzzy model may be written as follows:

ẋ(t) =
4�

i=1

hi(σ(t))(A2x(t) +Biu(t) + Eω(t)) (12)

Moreover note that the following lemma is needed for the
construction of fuzzy controllers.

Lemma 1. Chang et al. (2015) For matrices T , Q, U ,
and W with appropriate dimensions and scalar ξ, the
inequality

T +WTQT +QW < 0 (13)

is fulfilled if the following condition holds:�
T ∗

ξQT + UW −ξU − ξUT

�
< 0

3.2 MPPT reference model

In this section, the objective is to design a fuzzy system,
that can follow a perfect reference model. The MPP
reference model can be expressed as:

ẋr(t) = Arxr(t) + r(t) (14)

where,

Ar =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 − 1

C1
0

1

L
−RL

L
− 1

L
(1− uopt)

0
1

C2
(1− uopt) − 1

RC2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

r(t) =

⎡
⎢⎣
Ipvopt
C1
0
0

⎤
⎥⎦ , uopt =

�
Vpvopt

RIpvopt

The reference model (14) is also nonlinear via the premise
variable σr := (1− uopt), and can be characterized by the
following two rules:

Rule 1 : If(σr(t) is Nmin) Then ẋr(t) = Ar1xr(t) + r(t)

Rule 2 : If(σr(t) is Nmax) Then ẋr(t) = Ar2xr(t) + r(t)

The membership and weighting functions are defined as
follows:

h1(σr(t)) = Nmin(σr(t)) =
σr(t)− σr,min

σr,max − σr,min

h2(σr(t)) = Nmax(σr(t)) = 1− h1(σr(t))

The matrices of the reference model are defined as:

Ar1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 − 1

C1
0

1

L
−RL

L
− 1

L
σr,min

0
1

C2
σr,min − 1

RC2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

Ar2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 − 1

C1
0

1

L
−RL

L
− 1

L
σr,max

0
1

C2
σr,max − 1

RC2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

The T–S fuzzy reference model may be described as
follows:

ẋr(t) =
2�

k=1

hk(σr(t))(Arkxr(t) + r(t)) (15)

3.3 Fuzzy controller design

We need to ensure that the tracking error e(t) = x(t) −
xr(t) converges to zero regardless of weather variation in
order to keep operating at the maximum power point. As
a result, the problem of trajectory tracking is represented
as a fuzzy state-feedback control, with a control law of the
form :

u(t) =
4�

j=1

hj(σ(t))Kj(x(t)− xr(t))

=
4�

j=1

hj(σ(t))Kje(t)

(16)

where Kj are linear feedback gain matrices to be devel-
oped. The following equations may be used to determine
the tracking dynamics error of the systems (12), (15), and
(16) :

ė(t) =
4�

i=1

4�
j=1

2�
k=1

hi(σ(t))hj(σ(t))hk(σr(t))

[(A2 +BiKj)e(t) + (A2 −Ark)xr(t) + Eω(t)− r(t)]
(17)

Substituting the control law (16) in the fuzzy model (12)
and using an augmented state-space form, the closed-loop
system is given by:

˙̄x(t) =
4�

i=1

4�
j=1

2�
k=1

hi(σ(t))hj(σ(t))hk(σr(t))

[Āijkx̄(t) + Ēω̄(t)]

(18)

Where,

x̄(t) =

�
e(t)
xr(t)

�
, ω̄(t) =

�
ω(t)
r(t)

�
, Ē(t) =

�
E −I
0 I

�
,

Āijk =

�
A2 +BiKj A2 −Ark

0 Ark

�
,
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where, ω(t) represents the disturbance caused by input
voltage variation, including parameters (Ipvopt and Ipv),
and r(t) represents the external input, which is dependent
on climatic conditions.
To rapidly reduce the influence of disturbances on the
closed-loop system, a H∞ performance may be expressed
as follows:� ∞

0

x̄(t)Q̄x̄(t)dt ≤ γ2

� ∞

0

ω̄T (t)ω̄(t)dt (19)

where, Q̄ =

�
Q1 0
0 0

�
, Q1 is a weighting matrix to be tuned.

It is now possible to present sufficient conditions for the
existence of a T–S fuzzy controller (16) that will ensure
that the PV generator is operating very close to the
maximum power trajectory. Based on the above analysis,
we obtained this Theorem which reduces the maximum
power tracking error when climatic conditions change.

Theorem 1. Given positive scalars α and ξ the closed-
loop system (18) is asymptotically stable and the H∞
performance (19) with the attenuation level γ is satisfied,
if there are some matrices P1 > 0, P2 > 0, P3, U , Ni,
i = 1, ...4 and a positive scalar γ solution for the following
optimization problem:

Ψiik < 0, k = 1, 2 (20)

Ψijk +Ψjik < 0, k = 1, 2 (21)

Where,

Ψijk =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Ψ11
ijk Ψ12

ijk P1E P2 − P1 Ψ15
ijk

∗ Ψ22
ijk P2E P3 − P2 Ψ25

ijk

∗ ∗ −γ2I 0 0
∗ ∗ ∗ −γ2I 0
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −ξU − ξUT

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(22)

Ψ11
ijk = sym{P1A2 +BiNj}+Q1 + αP1

Ψ12
ijk = P1(A2 −Ark) + P2Ark + (AT

2 P2 + λNT
j BT

i ) + αP2

Ψ15
ijk = ξ(P1Bi −BiU) +NT

j

Ψ22
ijk = sym{P2(A2 −Ark) + P3Ark}+ αP3

Ψ25
ijk = ξ(P2Bi − λBiU)

(23)

Furthermore, the controller gain matrices are given by
Kj = U−1Nj , j = 1, 2, ..., r.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To evaluate the performance of the MPPT T-S fuzzy
controller, the 120 W PV system illustrated in Fig.4 is
used. This system includes a PV array consisting of two 60
W PV modules that are serially coupled, as well as a boost
DC–DC converter that connects the PV system to the
storage system. The elements for the suggested converter
employed in simulation are C1 = 425μF , L = 21mH,
Rl = 0.001Ω, R = 80Ω, C2 = 416μF . The storage device is
a PowerSafe T–S series lead-acid battery. The behavior of
the battery linked to the PV system controlled by the fuzzy
T–S controller was also visible in this simulation. The SOC
profile for PSCs is seen in Figs. 11-13, where Ib signifies the
battery current and Vb denotes voltage, with Ib < 0 during
charging and Ib > 0 during discharge. The irradiation
parameters used in the simulation testing are shown in
Table 3. In Fig. 3, the P-V characteristic achieved in each

test is shown. As seen in this figure, the P-V curve under
PSCs includes numerous peaks. Each of these peaks has its
own voltage and intensity. The number of darkened panels
determines the number of peaks. We achieve the minimal

Fig. 4. PV system with MPPT fuzzy structure.

Table 1. MSX60 PV module

Parameters Abbreviation Value

Maximum power Ppvopt 60 W
Maximum current Ipvopt 3.5A
Maximum voltage Vpvopt 17.1V

Short circuit current Iph 3.8A
Open circuit voltage Voc 21.1V

Table 2. Lead acid battery parameters.

Parameters Name Value

C Nominal capacity 200Ah
RBat Internal resistor 0.64× 12(7.68mΩ)
EBat Nominal voltage 2× 12V (24V )

H∞ disturbance attenuation level γmin = 0.14, and the
following controller gains by solving the LMI conditions in
the Theorem 1.

K1 = [−0.0020 0.1151 0.0839],

K2 = [−0.0011 0.0092 − 0.0039],

K3 = [−0.0110 − 0.0566 0.0109],

K4 = [−0.0021 0.0034 − 0.0029]

Table 3. These irradiation levels were taken
into account during simulation testing

Conditions W/m2 W/m2

STC 1000 1000
PSC1 200 600
PSC2 600 800
PSC3 700 1000
PSC4 800 1000

The PV system was simulated using multiple PSCs (PSC1,
PSC2, PSC3, and PSC4) in addition to the usual test
condition to assess the ability of the MPPT T-S fuzzy
controller to monitor the GMPP (STC). The system was
first tested under STC, then each PSC was installed. Fig.
5-9 show the obtained results. During PSC 1, the T-S
fuzzy controller obtains the global peak (GP) of 35 W,
PSO reaches the GP of 34.5 W, and the P&O algorithm
only reaches the LP of 34.3 W. The T-S fuzzy controller
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Fig. 5. P-V characteristic curve of the three STC.
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Fig. 7. P-V characteristic curve in case PSC2

reaches the GP of 77.6 W, the PSO reaches the GP of
77.5 W, and the P&O converges to an LP of 46.32 W in
PSC 2. Furthermore, when PCS 3 is used, the T-S fuzzy
controller reaches the GP of 102.3 W, the PSO meets the
GP of 102.2 W, and the P&O reaches the GP of 57.5 W.
As a consequence, it is evident that P&O is unable to
distinguish between LP and GP.

Throughout the profile, the achieved power of the T-S
Fuzzy control is greater than that achieved thanks to PSO
and P&O algorithms. The tracking efficiency of PV system
output power under various PSC employing P&O, PSO,
and T-S Fuzzy control is shown in Fig.6-8. It is possible
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Fig. 8. P-V characteristic curve in case PSC3
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Fig. 9. P-V characteristic curve in case PSC4

to infer that the suggested Fuzzy-MPPT guarantees the
tracking of GMPP with higher efficiency than P&O and
PSO. The suggested technique clearly outperforms the
PSO algorithm in terms of tracking speed. Despite the
fact that the P&O algorithm has a faster tracking speed
than PSO. In most situations of PSC, the P&O algorithm
is unable to monitor the GMPP and is trapped in the local
MPP of the P-V curve (in the case of PSC1 and PSC2).
When compared to PSO and P&O based MPPT, the T-S
Fuzzy control-based MPPT converges with a good speed
and less oscillation around the GP.

The second simulation tries to demonstrate the effect of
the PSC on the battery’s state of charge and discharge.
Figs.10-13 depict the battery storage voltage (Vb) and
current (Ib) for various PSCs. It should be mentioned that
the battery’s state of charge (SOC) fluctuates significantly
with the intensity of the irradiance. The ability of the
MPPT technique to follow the PSC influences the SOC
curves.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a T-S fuzzy robust control strategy
for PV systems that are partially shaded. Solving a set
of LMI conditions yields a robust controller enabling to
track the global maximum power point. The simulations,
undertaken under a variety of partial shade settings as
well as some uniform conditions, demonstrate that the
proposed technique outperforms existing methods (such as
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reaches the GP of 77.6 W, the PSO reaches the GP of
77.5 W, and the P&O converges to an LP of 46.32 W in
PSC 2. Furthermore, when PCS 3 is used, the T-S fuzzy
controller reaches the GP of 102.3 W, the PSO meets the
GP of 102.2 W, and the P&O reaches the GP of 57.5 W.
As a consequence, it is evident that P&O is unable to
distinguish between LP and GP.

Throughout the profile, the achieved power of the T-S
Fuzzy control is greater than that achieved thanks to PSO
and P&O algorithms. The tracking efficiency of PV system
output power under various PSC employing P&O, PSO,
and T-S Fuzzy control is shown in Fig.6-8. It is possible
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to infer that the suggested Fuzzy-MPPT guarantees the
tracking of GMPP with higher efficiency than P&O and
PSO. The suggested technique clearly outperforms the
PSO algorithm in terms of tracking speed. Despite the
fact that the P&O algorithm has a faster tracking speed
than PSO. In most situations of PSC, the P&O algorithm
is unable to monitor the GMPP and is trapped in the local
MPP of the P-V curve (in the case of PSC1 and PSC2).
When compared to PSO and P&O based MPPT, the T-S
Fuzzy control-based MPPT converges with a good speed
and less oscillation around the GP.

The second simulation tries to demonstrate the effect of
the PSC on the battery’s state of charge and discharge.
Figs.10-13 depict the battery storage voltage (Vb) and
current (Ib) for various PSCs. It should be mentioned that
the battery’s state of charge (SOC) fluctuates significantly
with the intensity of the irradiance. The ability of the
MPPT technique to follow the PSC influences the SOC
curves.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a T-S fuzzy robust control strategy
for PV systems that are partially shaded. Solving a set
of LMI conditions yields a robust controller enabling to
track the global maximum power point. The simulations,
undertaken under a variety of partial shade settings as
well as some uniform conditions, demonstrate that the
proposed technique outperforms existing methods (such as
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Fig. 10. The battery charge curve in case of STC
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Fig. 11. The battery charge curve in case of PSC1
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Fig. 12. The battery charge curve in case of PSC2

P&O and PSO based ones) in terms of tracking efficiency
and reaction time .
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